Retail Spotlight
Owners Employ Pull-Back Strategy
BY RAY KEENER
cling behind. Mike is on the League of
Aging Boomer store owners often American Bicyclists’ board of directors
discuss exit strategies as they ponder and will serve as the next president of
retirement. Some decide pulling back the National Bicycle Dealers Associafrom day-to-day tasks oftion. Claudia serves on the
fers a better alternative to
State Trails Committee
exiting, such as Mike and
and the State Bicycle ComClaudia Nix of Liberty Bimittee.
cycles in North Carolina.
“We started this proThey hired an estate apcess in 2003,” Mike said.
praiser to evaluate their
“The ﬁrst thing we did was
store. “The appraiser
personality evaluations.
found only one bike shop
When you’re an integral
that sold for more than the
part of the business, you
value of the inventory and
need to understand your
ﬁxtures,” Mike Nix said.
role before you can replace
Liberty Bicycles co“Even then, the inventory
yourself. Next, we changed
owner Mike Nix
was often devalued below
everyone’s job description.
what the owner paid for it.
We spread our duties out over the staﬀ.”
“Claudia and I have a lot of activities
Mike is grateful for the conditions
we want to pursue. So we’ve spent the that have allowed him to make this tranlast several years getting ready to let the sition. “It helps that our business isn’t
staﬀ take over,” Mike said. “Last Tuesday very seasonal. It’s allowed us to keep a
was my last oﬃcial day of store duties.”
core staﬀ that we can trust to make the
However, the couple isn’t leaving cy- transition.”
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Velocon Sports Brings Belgian
Museeuw Bikes to U.S. Market
BY JASON NORMAN
“In the same way that Johan recCONCORD, MA—Many American ognized the signiﬁcance of ﬂax ﬁber,
roadies have never heard of the Belgium Velocon recognizes the signiﬁcance
brand Museeuw Bikes, but that could of Johan’s contribution to the world of
change now that the company has a U.S. bicycle design and manufacturing, and
distributor.
we are not alone in that
Massachusetts-based Velosentiment,” Sahin said.
con Sports recently picked
The European indusup Museeuw Bikes.
trial
community
What makes Murecently honored
seeuw unique is its
Museeuw Bikes
ﬂax ﬁber technolwith the Industry
ogy. Flax ﬁber, a
Forum
Design
natural ﬁber that ofaward for 2008.
fers stiﬀness, strength
Museeuw won out of
Museeuw Bikes MF1
and shock absorption, is
nearly 3,000 entrants from
coupled with high modulus carbon ﬁ- 35 nations, claiming ﬁrst prize in the
ber on Museeuw frames.
Product Design Lifestyle Leisure cat“The result is a unique product of ex- egory.
ceptional quality and outstanding per“There is no other racing frame curformance,” said Husam Sahin, president rently available on the U.S. market that
of Velocon Sports. “Would you expect oﬀers Museeuw’s unique blend of tradianything less from the world-renowned tion, innovation and style,” Sahin said.
champion known as the ‘Lion of Flan- “The name Museeuw has become synders?’”
onymous with the very best in cycling
Sahin is referring to company found- performance.”
er Johan Museeuw, who’s now putting
Sahin said Velocon is seeking qualihis professional European race experi- ﬁed retailers to build its distribution
ence into high-end road bikes.
network in the United States.
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